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Topic web 



Curious questions for our topic

 Our children decided on some 

questions they wanted answers to 

throughout our topic.

 Each class has a curious questions area 

where the children can post these 

questions. 

 Throughout the learning journey we 

find out these answers together and 

learn as we go. 

We display our subject logo which 

drives the topic and supports the 

children to identify their learning.



Knowledge Organiser
 With each new topic, every half term, we send home a knowledge organiser.

 These are intended to allow discussions to open up between the children and 

their adults to understand the focus of their learning. 



Our Literacy Journey

 We use a book stimulus for our literacy

journey’s.

 To start with in Year 1, we looked at the magic

porridge pot. The children received a letter

from King Charles III telling the children he

had lost his magic porridge pot and that they

needed to find it. The outcome of this text

driver was the children writing instructions on

how to make porridge using the time words

‘first’, ‘next’ ‘then’ and sequencing the story.

 Our second book began with a dragon hook! A

dragon appeared in the school grounds and

small footprints lead up to the dragons’ lair.

The children had to write wanted posters to

catch the dragon using adjectives to describe

what the dragon looked like. Our text driver

for this was ‘George and The Dragon’.



Literacy planning example and outcome



Accompanying subject driver… HISTORY. 

 History was a big focal point for this topic. 

 The children have been learning all about medieval times, including medieval 
roles in a castle setting, the different features of a castle and The Battle of 
Hastings.

We end this topic and history 

learning, celebrating all we have 

learned with a  medieval banquet 

which the children cook themselves 

and present our medieval dances.



Accompanying subject driver… HISTORY. 



Accompanying subject driver… PE.
 For PE this term, the children took part in learning a class medieval dance 

using simple movement patterns. 

 The children had to adopt a chosen medieval role for this dance and learned 

about freeze frames and moving to the count of 8.



Accompanying subject driver… Art.
 In art we have taken part in an artist study on Paul Klee. 

 The children started by thinking about colour mixing and understanding 

primary and secondary colours. We moved on to creating art using 2D shapes 

influenced by Paul Klee’s ‘Castle and Sun’ artwork. 



Home learning

 Each week we send a home learning sheet out to parents. This displays what 

the children have been learning ‘this week’, ‘next week’ and ‘last week’. 

 At the start of every half term we also send out a dip and pick of activities 

which children can choose to do with their adults. These are intended to 

further engage the children and enhance their learning experience. 



Pupil voice on the topic

I loved learning 

about castles 

and I want to be 

a knight.

I liked learning 

the dance.

I enjoyed 

working with my 

friends to make 

a castle.

I liked the 

George and the 

Dragon story.
The king sending 

a letter was the 

coolest ever!


